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Abstract

The three-particle reaction d+p + p+p+n has been investigated

systematically at a deuteron bombarding energy of 52 MeV.

Kinematically complete coincidence experiments have been carried

out. Either two of the protons or the neutron and a proton were

detected in coincidence. The kinematical conditions were chosen

to observe the effects of n-p and p-p final state interaction

predominantly. The Watson-Migdal model of final state interaction

was used to analyse the data.

An angular distribution was obtained for the productionof

singlet and trip let final state interacting n-~ pairs with zero

relative energy in the n-p subsystem. A quantitative relation

is established connecting the angular distribution of elastic

p-d scattering with the measured angular distribution for triplet

final state interaction in the three-nucleon reaction.

The validity of the two-step reaction model of n-p final state

where one detector was kept at a fixed position. The applicability

of the model is confirmed by the experimental results.

The p-p final state interaction was investigated at identical

kinematical conditions. The angular distribution in the p-p

subsystem turns out to be slightly anisotropie but the production

of p-p pairs in the 1So state is dominating.

The result of the systematic study of the reaction p+d + p+p+n

proves that values of the n-p and p-p scattering length can be

extracted with a high degree of reliability from three-particle

reactions at properly chosen kinematical conditions.
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1. Introduction

In the past in nuclear physics considerable effort has been

concentrated on the experimental and theoretical investigation

of few body problems. Within this field particular interest is

paid to the study of the simplest nuclear reactions p+d + p+p+n

and n+d + p+n+n involving three nucleons only. There are two

main relevant questions to be answered by a systematic investigation
of these two reactions.

Firstly one aims at a complete understanding of the reaction

mechanism responsible for such a three nucleon break-up. There

fore one is interested in the limits of applicability of special

reactions models.

Secondly one wants to determine the way to extract properties of

the two-nucleon interaction from a three-particle reaction. The
answer to this question is particularely needed for the

-- -- - - ------- ---_.... - - - - - _.. -_ .. ------ -- _... -

determination of neutron-neutron scattering parameters. At

laboratory conditions the n-n interaction can be studied only

in three particle reactions like n+d + p+n+n [4bJ. Prior to the

extraction of reliable n-n scattering parameters the limits of

applicability of the final state interaction model have to be

determined by comparing n-p final state interaction data with

the parameters of free neutron-proton scattering. From the

experimental point of view such a comparison can be carried out

more conveniently by the investigation of the reaction p+d + p+p+n.

A complete theoretical description of a three particle reaction

has to be based on calculations which solve the many body problem

by using only the knowledge cf the nucleon-nucleon forces. From

the point of view of a formal scattering theory the three body

problem is to be regarded as principallY solved (see e.g. Ref. [~

and [2J ).Numerical calculat.ions however require such extremely large
computer capacities that approximations have to be used and only

a few authors have presented numerical results which can be compared

directly with experimental data (see e.g. Ref. ~l).
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The experimental data available in the literature for the
reaction p+d ~ p+p+n contain to a considerable extent results
on single counter experiments where only one of the outgoing
particles was detected (kinematically incomplete experiments,
see e.g. Ref.[3]).Only a small number of groups reported on
coincidence experiments which are kinematically complete [4,5,~.

Almost none of the experiments published up to now covered the
effects of final state interaction systematically in a very
broad kinematical region. This is partly due to the fact that
mostly protons have been used as projectiles and in this case
the quasielastic scattering process can be observed more
conveniently.

We have studied the reacticn p+d ~ p+p+n induced wltn 52 MeV
deuterons by means of coincidence experiments in a wide region
of kinematics. The aims of our experiments were:

a) to measure an angular distribution for the production cf
final state interacting neutron-proton singlet and triplet
pairs;

b ) to check the applicability or the Watson-Migdal model [7J of
final state interaction (FSI) at many different kinematical
condi tions ;

c) to check the validity of the two-step reaction model by
measuring the angular distribution in the neutron-proton
center-of-mass subsystem;

d) to investigate the proton-proton FSI down to very low relative
energies where free p-p scattering cannot be studied

experimentally;

e) to compare the neutron-proton FSI with the proton-protonFSI
at kinematical identical conditions;
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2. Experimental procedure

The focussed beam of 52.3 MeV deuterons from the Karlsruhe

isochronous cyclotron was used to bombard a polyethylene target.

The set-up is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Two detectors placed

at angles 6
3

and 64 were used to detect either the two protons

or one of the protons and the neutron in coincidence. A plastic

scintillator was used to detect the neutrons whereas the protons
were detected by NaI(Tl) scintillators. Distances between target

and dete.ctors of up to 120 cm allowed an excellent angular

resolution of 0.3 - 0.5 0 typically. Such large distances were also

necessary for the measurement of the neutron energy by time-of

flight technique and allowed the particle identification to be

made by time-of-flight technique [8J. An energy signal E and a

timing signal Tis derived from each detector. The timing signals

T and reference pulses from the cyclotron RF are fed to special
electronic circuits which deliver two time-of-flight signals.

-Tbe -dectai led--f'eatcures-ot-th-is-elee-t-ro1'l.i-e---s~st ern-a-I".e-de-s-c-ri-be-d--:in-

[~. The two energy signals and the two time-of-flight signals

are fed via a data acquisition system (DATA) [9] on-line to a

CDC 3100 computer. In this way the total information of each

coincidence event is assembled in one or two 24 bit computer words
and recorded on magnetic tape. The final data processing was

carried out with an IBM 360/65 computer. The details of the

experimental set-up and the electronic data processing are

described elsewhere [5, 9J .

The total charge of the incident beam was measured with a Faraday

cup and a current integrator. An additional monitor detector was

placed at a fixed angle tobe independent from changes in the

target thickness with time and from errors in the charge

measurement. The spectrum of the monitor was registered separately.
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3. The neutron-proton final-state interaction in the reaction
p+d -+ p+p+n

3.1 An experimental example and the methods of analysis

The n-p final-state interaction was investigated in the reaction

p+d -+ p+p+n

(denoted in the following as particles 1+2 -+ 3+4+5)

by observation of coincidences between the two outgoing protons.

The protons have the energies E
3

and E4• At two fixed angles

8
3

and 64 the energies of these two protons are correlated by

the kinematics and all the coincidence events are located on a

kinematically allowed curve in the E
3-E

4 plane. B, 10J .

In general several different reaction mechanisms are contributing

in a rather complex way to the three-particle cross-section. An

advantage of kinematically comp~e~e experiments is that a
-- ---_...._ ...__... ------------------------ - - -_ .._..- --

choice of the pair of angles allows the reaction to be observed

at kinematical conditions where one reaction mechanism is

dominating. For instance at small relative energies Enp(e. g• E
35

or E45) one expects the n-p final-state interaction to be dominant.

Therefore one wants Enp to reach down to zero along the

kinematically allowed curve. This condition fixes 84 after 6
3

is
chosen or vice versa [5J. Fig. 2a shows as an example the

kinematically allowed curve for the set of angles 8
3=42.0

0 and

84=25.3
0

• At fixed angles 8
3

and 84 the relative energy E45 is a

single valued function of the energy E
3•

A corresponding relation

holds also for E
35

and E4 [5, 10J. The energies E45 or E
35

have

their minimum values at the points where E
3

or E4 respectively

have their maximum. This special feature of the kinematics leads

to a veryslow variation of the relative energies in the

neighbourhood of these extrema. The phenomena is called the
kinematical lupe effect of three particles reactions and can be ob

served in kinematically comwlete experiments only. The .main cont~i-

bution of the FSI between tlle pr t 3 d th t ~ "11o on an e neu ron; Wl . appea.r

in the region labelled in Fig.2a as FSI(3,5). The n-p FSI of the
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T~e k~nemati~allY al~owe~ eurve in t~~oE~:~~~~~a~~.~~~gi~~sn~h:~:
f'Lna L state Lrrt er-ac t.Lon 1.8 e xpe.c t.e dva.. _ """"-.l..I......".".... '-'Lv.J ..L'~..L.. ..J..1J. '-i\A.aO..l..--
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(p-speet.) or the neutron does not participate in the reaetion
(n-speet.). S is the are length along the kinematieal eurve (see
eq , 1)

Fig. 2b)

The eorresponding experimental data shown as a map display in an
array of 64x64 ehannels.
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(4,5)-pair will be observed predominantly in the region FSI(4,5).

In the example of Fig. 2a only the energy E45 becomes zero and

thus a particular large FSI contribution is expected at FSI(4,5).

The minimum for the energy E
35

is 1,15 MeV and only a very small

FSI contribution is expected from the singlet state interaction
of the particles 3 and 5.~

In a quasielastic scattering [Jl,4bJ either the neutron or the

proton of the projectile deuteron can act as a spectator particle.

If the neutron is taken to be the spectator the main contribution

of the spectator effect will be observed in the region labelIed

as "n-spect". If the proton however acts as a spectator an

enhancement of events will be found in the region denoted by
•• . ,. ..... , .. . ... f'......" t t at 1 .L."p-spec't". Ln t.ne e xamp re 0_ rig , za a pro on spec at or nas 1.0

carry off a rather high momentum from the internal momentum

distribution in the deuteron and hence the effect Qf quasielastic

scattering can be neglected. At these kinematical conditions one

expects the investigation of the
-- -- .._---- --- -------- ..._ ..._ ... _-

n-p FSI between the particles

4 and 5 to be possible with only negligible distortions from other

reaction mechanisms.

The corrEsponding experimental data are shown in the map display

of Fig. 2b in an array of 64 x 64 channels. The exper~mental

arrangement in use allows us to register even such coincidence

events where one particle has a very low energy. As is seen from

the map display the coincidence events populate the whole
kinematical curve. The FSI enhances the cross-section strongly

at high values of the energy E
3

and a FSI peak is clearly visible.

Randorn coincidences have been subtracted as discussed in [9J. For

the analysis of the data the number of coincidence events is

projected onto the kinematical curve of Fig. 2a. The position on

the kinematical curve is characterized by the arc length S defined

by [10J

~

The contribution of triplet FSI in the n-p pair (3,5) is
negligible because the particular pair cf angles corresponds
to the minimum in the angular distribution of triplet FSI
(see Fig. 7).
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(1)

Fig. 3 shows the experimentally obtained three-partiele eross

seetion plotted versus the are length Sand the proton energy E
3

.
The distribution of events along S eontains the physieal infor

mation on the three-particle reaetion. In the following abrief

deseription of the methods of analysis will be given.

d-p-s-p-p-n

5 [MeVJ
60

10 5 E3[MeV]

50
,

15
,

20

Ed =52MeV
--:-a---.;:,;-/-')--n°-:--

og---IofL-.V

84 =25.3°

40
,

22
30

,
20 22

20
105

4

6

2

-oJ -
o

10

Fig. 3

The three partiele eross-seetion of the reaetion d+p + p+p+n

plotted versus the are length Sand the proton energy E
3

. The

solid eurve is the result of an analysis based on formula 5

assuming an ineoherent superposition of FSI in singlet state

(FSI s ) with FSI in triplet state (FSI t
p).np . n
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The three-particle cross-section is given by

21T
= 11 (2)

where Tf i is the three-particle transition matrixelement, Ps
is the phase space factor [1Q], m1 and P1 are the mass and the
momentum of the projectile deuteron. Describing the n-p FSI as
a two-step reaction mechanism the matrixelement Tf i can be
written according to Goldberger-Watson [1~ as

-I " • \ [ol?
~ 1- = P (E I LT f · l-I.:f:iJ np np J:-

Fnp is the enhancement factor for the n-p PSI and [T~iJ2 is the

__ _!Il~t ri.2c~J_~_IIl~11~_:.r9±,-_i;;:t'l~__EFs>9-~Q~~91LQf~~~_cf:!.n~:J.._ ~J;i3-~~_iJLt~l'~_~ t ing_
n-p pair. Following the Watson model T~i should depend only very
weakly on the relative energy Enp and hence its variation with
Enp is neglected in the analysis. The n-p pair aan be produced in
the singlet or the triplet state. Therefore two enhancement

factors F~p and F~p have to be used [13J.

Both factors are written in the following form
2

2 2 2 r o
(K +a. ) '4"

with
1 <:(1+h- ~_.• _)

a

1

where K :<M.Enp tn2 )2 i5 the momentum of the neutron and the proton
in the center=;;;or~:m.ass ofthe n~_p pair, M is t he mass cf a nucleon,

a i8 the scattering length, rothe effective range and a is a
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function of a and r o as given in [12J. For only one n-p pair
(with indices 4 and 5) interacting in the final state the
incoherent superposition of the production of singlet and
triplet states of the n-p pairs leads to the cross sectiön

(5)

(6)

X~p and X~p are factors which are proportional to the production
probability of the n-p sUbsystem in the singlet and triplet
states.

aS, XS
, xt by least-square-fit calculations. (For the leastnp np

square-fit-only the data shown as full dots in Fig. 3 are used
where the FSI(4,5) dominates). The analysis is insensitive to
a variation of the parameters at, r S, r t• For these parameters the
values known from free n-p scattering were therefore inserted:

a t = (5.41 ± 0.01) fm

r S = (2.67 ± 0.02) fm

r t = (1.75 ± 0.015)fm

The curves in the example of Fig. 3 represent the result of the
least square fit calculations including the effects of angular
resolution and the finite target thickness. It is obviously seen
that the experimental data can excellently be fitted by expression

(5) along the whole kinematical curve. Small differences arise

only at very low and very high values of the arc length S.
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As pointed out above one expects contributions of other reaction

mechanisms in these regions. But in the example discussed here

these contributions are seen to be negligible, at least in the

region of dominating FSI. Hence this example is an appropriate

one to determine a reliable value of the singlet scattering
length a S if the Watson formula holds. The result obtained is

a~p = -23.2 fm which has to be compared with the value known from

free n-p scattering a~ree = -(23.68 ± 0.03) fm [14J .The result
of the discussed example shows that the Watson-Migdal theory

is very adequate to describe the cross-section as long as one

chooses kinematical conditions where the contributions from
other competing reaction mechanisms are kept at aminimum.

3.2. The angular distribution of the reaction P(d,d~)P

3.2.1 Experimental results

Coincidence experiments of the kind as illustrated in the

proceeding section have been carried out at ten different pairs
- - -----_ _-_._ __.. _-_._ _------_ _------_._- --_.. _.._-- ------- __._--_ - -- - --- .._-_._ __ __ ------ -_ __ ._-

of angles. The aim was to measure angular distributions for the

productionof the n-p sUbsystem (d~) in the singlet and the

triplet states. As is pointedout in section 3.1 the d~ production

cross-section is expected to have a maximum at a relative energy

Enp = O. Hence all pairs of angles were chosen in such a way

that the corresponding kinematical curve contains at least one

point where E is zero.np

Fig. 4a-d shows some of the map displays .and the corresponding

coincidence spectra. The spectra are presented as a function of

the arc length Sand the proton energy Ey Fig.4a verifies the

unique situation wheren-p pairs with zero relativeenergy can be

observed at two different points of the kinematical curve. The

angles for this unique situation are 8
3=84=27.7

0
• The single

neutron can form a zero energy n-p system with each of thetwo

protons. Two identical FSI peaks arise from these two n-p pairs.

The pairs are denoted as (3,5) and (4,5) couples.
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Contrary to Fig. 2 the Fig. 4
angles in the vicinity of the
been chosen. Although two FSI
only at one ~f the peaks.

b-d show examples where pairs of
unique symmetrical position have
peaks can be seen E becomes zeronp

Analysing these spectra one has to account for the FSI of both
n-p pairs. The expression (5) for the three-particle cross

section has to be replaced by

(7)

Interferences between the (3,5) and (4,5) FSI amplitudes have

been neglected.

~ne n-p pairs ,),?) and (4,5) are produced at different angles and
- _.._- _ _-----_.._-_._. --_.._~ .. _-----_ .._------------_._-----_ _-_.._-_._---------------------------------_ _-- __._-_._.__ _ _ __._--_.__._ _--_._-_.----_ .._--_ _--------------------_ _-- -_.._-

five independent parameters had to be determined from each
s s s t t

spectrum. These parameters are a , Xnp(e3),Xnp(e4),Xnp(e3),Xnpce4).
They were determined by least-square-fit calculations from the
fraction of the data which is plotted with full dots. The results

of the calculations are represented by the fullcurves in Fig.
4a-d. In the symmetrical situation (Fig. 4a)the experimental data

are fitted excellentlyby the calculated curves. The FSI-ansatz

used obviously seems to be adequate to reproduce the data in the
whole kinematical region. Other reaction mechanisms are not inter-

fering. At angles whichareonly approximately symmetrical the
experimental data are notadequately reproduced. Withdecreasing
anglesone observes increasing disagreementwith the FSI
calculations (regions where the data are plotted by open circles).
This disagreement results from an increasing contribution of the

quasielastic scattering at forward angles.

For an interpretation of the data shown in Fig. 4 a-d a more

detailed theoretical treatment is required. According to Bethe

and Gluckstern [15J and Gammel et ale [16J in first Born
approximation six graphs must be considered for the p-d reaction.
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The graphs shown in Fig. 5a describe the first reaction step as

a quasielastic scattering between the free proton andone of the

nucleons in the deuteron. The second step accounts for the final

state interaction. The graphs shown in Fig. 5a contain neutron

proton FSI only. This restriction is a good approximation for low

relative neutron-proton energies E
35

and E45• In this case the

relative energy of the two protons Epp = E34 is so large that

contributions of a proton-proton FSI can be neglected.

The contributions from the different graphs to the cross-section

are strongly dependent on the emission angle 6=6d* of the ~ow

energy neutron-proton pair. This dependence is shown qualitatively
+

in Fig. 5b. At large angles the graphs J 2 are the dominating ones.

Therefore an attempt was made to explain the data taken at large

center-of-mass angles 6d* with the graphs J~ only (6dx > 140 0 ) .

+
The graph J 2 is a specific one in the sense that it is taken to be

a disconnected graph. The FSI is already included in the first
+__ste_p__and.rtihe__gI'ap-h_J~ _des_crib_es_t_hB_ .ne.actd.on__me.chan.i.am ._i~_t~_I'ms__o.r.,
c:

a quasielastic neutron-proton scattering only. Consequently it is

more suitable in thisspecific case to use for the quasielastic

n-p scattering the impulse approximation Gb,i} than the first
order Born approximation. In the impulse approximation the cross

section is given by

3
dcr = const (8)

where k~ is the internal momentum2~f the spectator proton
(par-t.Lc Le 3) in the de utie ron, I i/J d I is the Fourier transform of the

deuteron wave function and(~g)n is the off-energy-shell cross-

section for n-p scattering (par~icles 4 and 5). convenientlY(~~)
. 1 . np
~s rep aced by the on-shell neutron-proton cross-sect~on taken

at the relative energy Enp = E45 of the final state interacting

n-p pair.
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The largest angle ed~ at which the reaction p+d -+ p+p+n has been
investigated is 152 0 • The corresponding experimental data are

shown in Fig. 4d. These data are compared with a calculation
based on ansatz (8). The result of the calculation is represented
by the dashed curve of Fig. 4d. The ansatz fits the data nearly
along the whole kinematical curve, while the Watson calculation

(full curve) is only able to reproduce the FSI peak. The two

factors of formula (8) show quite a different energy dependence.

The factor l~dl2 has its maximum at a minimum value of k~. The
minimum corresponds in Fig. 4d to s=80 MeV. The n-p cross-section

(~~) has a maximum at E45=0 corresponding to S=105 MeV in Fig. 4d.
np

At low relative energies the spectator model is identical with the

Watson model because the cross sections(~~l for neutron-proton
tU )np

singlet and triplet scattering are proportional to the enhancement

factors F~p and F~p in very good approximation and the
factor l~dl2 varies only slowly with energy in the region of FSI.

-.- --'l'abi:.e-·1--summacr i ze1;--the--rescttl-t-s--of'- -t-he:-an-a-l-ycs i s--f or --'t a e -·-d4 :f-fe perrt- - - -- - 

pairs of angles investigated. The extracted n-p singlet scattering
length is given together with the cross-sections for the n-p singlet

and triplet FSI at Enp=O. The angular distribution of the singlet
and triplet cross section are shown in Fig. 7 and will be discussed

in section 3.2.2.

Table 1 Numerical results of the analyses

13.4/20.5

18.6/24.8
23.0/26.8
23.0/26.8

27.7/27.7
42.0/25.3

44.5/24.25
48.3/22.4

52.2/20.5

56.0/18.25
58.5/16.7

152
141
131.8
123.8

121.8
91.6
86.2

78.0

70.0

60.8

55.0

a S [fermi]

-21 +1
-2

-15.9±2
-20.2±1.5

-20.2±1.5
-23.2±O.6

-22.0±0.8
-22.2±0.8

-24.5~~:§
'"'7 +2

-t::. -3
-19.1±2

-r mb 1
cr ~eV.sr2 J
for Enp=O

7.3±0.7

5.0±0.5
5.4±0.5
8.1±1.0
10.1±1.0

9.6±1.0

8.9±0.9
7.3±O.7
7.4±0.7

8.7510.9
7.0±0.7

for Enp=O

2.0±0.3

0.4±0.15
0.15±0.04
0.5±0.1

0.4±0.3
1.66±0.15

1.78±0.2
_ J""_. _

c..ov!:v.<:::?

2.87±0.3

3.44±O.35

•
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The scattering lengths obtained are plotted versus the production

angle ed~ in Fig. 6. The value of the free n-p scattering length

a~p = - 23.68 fm is indicated by a dashed line. Preliminary
results have been already reportedat the Birmingham conference

161 •. The best agreement with the free scattering length is achie

ved at production angles ed~ between 700 and 90 0 . As was already
shown in the discussion of Fig. 30ne expects the most reliable

determination of a~p in such an angular region, where the FSI is

", almost undisturbed by other contributing reaction mechanisms.

-os [fermi]

fI If I
- ---- -- . . T- ---_._-- ._----------- --- _. --------- -- --...

+ T
-------~~---~----------.--

~ ! ! r

20

- - ---~---- --- - ---

10~

Fig. 6

The singlet n-p scattering length aS obtained by analysing the

three~particle cross-section at different angles ed~' The dashed

line indicates the scattering length known from free n-p scattering

(as=-23.68 fm).

Unlike to the present report the angle ep 3 has been

used as abscissa and finite experimental resolut.ions

had not jet been included.
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To check the consistency of the analysis the least-square-fit

calculations have been repeated with different numbers of

experimental points. The error flags shown in Fig. 6 do not

represent the statistical errors only but contain also the

variation due to the different number of points included. For

production angles at about 800 the analysis is largely independent

on the chosen number of points. The resulting error of a S is

small as shown in Fig. 6. The mean value obtained for the scattering

length from the three measurements at ed~ = 78.00, 86.20, 91.60 is

a~p=(-22.7±0.5) fm. A good agreement with the value known from
the free n-p scattering is achieved.

In general one has to be very careful with the extraction of the

scattering length by using the simple Watson model. Accurate

values will only be obtained at conditions where no other

reaction mechanisms interfere with the FSI of one neutron-proton

pair. At the C.rn. energy of our experiments the purest FSI is

_ PQ Q~J"_v~(L I'1~aJ:~ ed~ =8Q ~-' _w_h_ile at§II1a:J..]gr or larger_ ang:J.._ej) ed~-

one finds a considerable poorer agreement with the predictions

of the Watson theory. This result is of specific interest in

using the same procedure to determine the neutron-neutron

scattering length [4b] from the reaction n+d -+ n+n+p.

3.2.2 Discussion of the angular distribution

Fig. 7 shows the laboratory cross-section at relative energy

Enp=O for the production of n-p pairs in the singletand triplet

states (data from table 1). The cross-sections are plotted in a

linear scale as a function of the production angle ed~ of the low
a _ _ _

energy n-p subsystem.~· The angular distributions exhibit

remarkable different shapes. The triplet cross-section decreases

monotonously to a minimum at ed~=1300 subsequently it increases

at the backward angles. Contrary the singlet contribution has a
maximum at ed~~11'Üo which is followed by a steep decrease and a

minimum at 1400•

~ An angular distribution for the three-particle cross-section has

been obtained in a less elaborate analysis where the singlet

and triplet state contributions have not been separated [17J.
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5

4

3

'x 0~\, .v,

Fig. 7
The angular distribution of the three-particle cross-section for

the production of final state interacting singlet and triplet
n-p pairs with relative energy Enp=O. As abscissa the angle ed~

as weIl as the lab. angle of the "free" proton e~ab are chosen.
The solid curve is the result of a calculation which connects

the three-particle cross-section quantitatively with the cross

section of elastic p-d scattering. The triangle denotes the

prediction for the singlet cross-section at a backward angle.

Comparing the angular distribution of the triplet cross-section

with the cross-section of elastic deuteron-proton scattering
[5J one observes a remarkable similarity of the two distributions.
The question arises whether the triplet angular distribution of

the three-particle reaction can be understood with the knowledge

of the elastic proton-deuteron scattering.
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The quantitative relation to be deduced has to connect reactions

p+d -+ p+d (9a)

p+d
if(

-+ P+dtriplet -+ p+p+n (9b)

The main difference between these two reactions is that the

neutron-proton system is produced in abound (Q = 0 MeV) and

an unbound (Q = - 2.224 MeV) state respectively whereas the spin

states of the bound deuteron and the triplet d* are identical.

The relation required has to connect the two-particle cross

section (~~J . of reaction(9a)and the three-particle cross
elastlc

section dE dg3gQ of reaction(9b).Consequently the two transition
4 3 4

matrix elements have to be discussed. Taking into account the

particle spins and the antisymmetrization of the wave functions

the matrix element for the elastic p-d scattering can be written
------

in the Born approximation in the following form

Te l
fi

• :+ , ,-+ • -+-+
= (~_elK r _ X {l-PQ}-{V +V }~ _el kr - Xl.)'d f' pp pn d (10 )

The matrix element for the three-particle reaction(9b)leading to

the neutron-proton triplet FSI is given by

Tt r i p l
fi (11)

~d and ~K are the wave functions of the deuteron and of the n-p

sUbsystem in the triplet state with relative momentum K. The

relative energy of the n-p system is given by Enp =n~K2 - (Vpp+Vnp)
is the interaction potential between the incident deuteron and

the target proton. k is the momentum of the proton in the entrance
-+ -+

channel whereas k' and k t t denote the momenta of the "free" proton

in the inelastic and elastic exit channel respectively(see Fig.5a).
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Xi and Xf are the spinors of the initial and final state. The

operators P and Q exchange the space and spin coordinates of

the two protons.

Comparing the two matrix elements there is firstly a slight
-+ -+

difference between the values k' and k" which is caused by

the binding energy of 2.224 MeV of the deuteron. At our energy

this off-energy-shell effect can be neglected and at identical
• -+ •productlon angles ed = ed~ the wave vektor k' 1S taken to be
-+. •. •equal to k l l

• Secondly there lS a dlfference between the wave

function of the deuteron and the wave function of the n-p pair

in the PSI triplet state. The radial parts u = const·r·~(r) of

the wave functions were calculated for the deuteron and for a

free n-p pair with Enp=O keV. A square weIl potential with

parameters which reproduce the neutron-proton scattering length

and the effecti ve range [18J was us e d , Fd g , 8 shows the two

wave functions normalized to u(r)=1 at their maximum value and

the potential parameters.

uIr)

...
r [Iermi]

VTd,lett =35.3 MeV
R=2.04 fermi0.8

I
I~
I ~<,
I .......
I .......
I ....... ,
I ,
I 'deuteron
I unboun~
I np-pair ................
I IEnp=Ol <.;
I ............
I ......
I
I
I

0.2 I

t
l
I

0o~------.-i~J~r=R~,------,--~_____
114...~~ V~~---j

1.0

0.6

0.4

Fig. 8

Radial part of the deuteron wave function and the wave function

of the unbound n-p pair in the triplet state at a relative energy

E =0. The parameters for the square ~ell potential used arenp
given.
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vlithin the range of the potential the two wave functions have
nearly the same r-dependence. The differences are small because

the free np-pair is taken to be produced with a relative energy

E =0 and the deuteron binding energy is small compared withnp
the potential depth V = 35.3 MeV. Therefore inside the potential

weIl the shapes of the two wave functions are regarded to be

identical.

Outside the range of the potentialthe twowave functions are

very different. By discussion of all the graphs given in Fig. 5a

i t has been shown in Ref. 1j.91 that the integrals over theinternal
coordinates of the deuteron and of the np-pair are only slightly

affected by the shape of the wave functions outside the range of

the np-potential provided the c.m. energy is large compared with

the binding energy of the deuteron. Therefore contributions from

outside the potential range can be neglected. With these

assumptions the ratio of the matrix elements is given by

1

ITe i i 2
fil

=

- - --2--
I1)JK(r=o)

1jJ (r-o)1
d - I

(12 )

Where 1)JK(r=o) and 1)Jd(r=o) denote the values of the wave functions
at the origin. In a good approximation ffi(E ) is proportional to:f. np
the Watson enhancement factor Ft as defined by equation(4).np

The square of the ratio of the wave functions 1)JK(r=o) and wd(r=o)

was evaluated to be I (E =0) = 5.45·10-37cm3 at zero relativenp
energy. This value was obtained by using the Hulthen wave function

[16J for the deuteron and the continuum wave function for the

np-pair as given by Gammel et al. [16]. The three-particle cross

-s e c t i on is given by

da
dQelastic

where p~ and p~ are the phase space factors for the reactions (9a)
~ . :J

and (9b). The full curve of Fig. 7 was calculated using the data

of the elastic proton-deuteron scattering at Ed=51. 5 MeV [5] and
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equation (13) at Enp=O keV. A very good agreement between the
experimental data and the calculated curve is obersved. The

absolute magnitude as weIl as the angular dependence are sur
prisingly weIl reproduced.

• . +Dlscusslng the J 2 type of the graphs only Gammel and Frank have

derived a relation between the three-particle and the two

particle reaction cross-sections [16]. These authors conclude

that the triplet and the singlet angular distribution should

have the same shape. This prediction is in contradiction to our

experimental results.ln a more sophisticated discussion all the

three types of graphs have to be considered as is shown in [19J.

The successfull application of relation (13) proves that this

formula can be regarded to be a widely generalized form of the

Watson FSI formula. The absolute value of the three-particle

cross-section can be evaluated from formula (13) as a function of

the relative energy Enp' the center-of-mass energy and the
- prödcuo-ticoD -angleof- -tnenp-,;;;paIi". Tn-general~Ee- -sIngle-t- neutro-ii:"

proton FSI cannot be predicted from the elastic proton-deuteron

scattering. Due to the spin dependence of the nuclear forces the

singlet state is not comparable to the n-p triplet bound state
(deuteron) and abound singlet state of the neutron-proton system

does not exist. The n-p singlet FSI and the elastic p-d scattering

may be simply related at backward angles (ed~ >140 0
) only. The

+
contributions of the graphs J 2 dominate at these backward angles

(see Fig. 5b). A ratio of the cross sections of n-p singlet and

n-p triplet FSI can be predicted by using the relation for quasi

elastic n-p scattering (8). For zero relative energy one obtains

(14)

aS and a t are the scattering lengths for np-singlet and triplet

scattering. The three-particle cross-section of np-singlet-FSI
o f'was calculated for ed~ = 152 and E =0 by use 0 the expreSSlonsnp

( 13 ) and (14)
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This value is shown in fig. 7 as a triangle. A very good agreement

with the experimental result given in table 1 and fig. 7 is

obtained.

A quite different point to be dicussed concerns the ratio of the

number of elastically scattered deuterons to the total number of

final state interacting np-pairs which are produced at a fixed

angle ed~ and at the same conditions in the entrance channel. To

evaluate the total number of neutron-proton pairs one has to

integrate over the internal angular and momentum coordinates of

the neutron-proton subsystem. Carriing out this integration

/
-/

Fig. 9
Definition of the solid angles in the c.m.system of the n-p

subsystem. The notation is used in equation (15).
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separately for the singlet and triplet np-pairs one obtains the

eenter-of-mass eross-seetion dcr of the singlet and triplet FSI.dQ3
These eross-seetions are direetly eomparable with the elastie

deuteron-proton cross seetion (~~Jelastic

The laboratory three-partiele eross-section was transformed into

the reeoil eenter-of-mass system of the np-pair see for notation

Fig. 9 and e.g. Ref.10). Subsequently the integration was earried

out over the solid angle Q45 and the relative energy E45 of the
lI(.

neutron-proton sUbsystem. The d -system was assumed to be produeed

in a pure S-state eorresponding to an isotropie np-angular

distribution.

The integrated cross-seetion is

da

E 'IT 2'IT
>mClX

(~- ) (~~ ) rrr
= ['-l~,,_1 + 1_1.l~~ I =111-

t dQ3) s i ngl e t \dQ3Jtriplet JJJ
O-TIO

(15a)

With equation (5) one obtains for the FSI of the n-p pair (4,5)

( 15b)

The integration ean Be earried out easily beeause the phase

spaee faetor P(E
45

) in the eenter-of-mass system as well as the

enhancement factor of the Watson ansatz are independent on the

angular coordinates of the n-p subsystem (4,5). The values of

XS
, Xt and a S were already determined by the least-sQuare-fitnp np

ealeulations discussed in section 3.2.1.
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M[.mQ]
100 dQ sr
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1

.1
1--3-

Emax=l MeV
o

0.1

•

e
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o

Fig .. 10

The angular distribution cf the cm cross-section for neutron-proton

singlet and triplet FSI obtained by integration of the three

particle cross-section. For comparison the cross-section of elastic

p-d scattering is also shown.
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The total number of neutron-proton triplet and singlet FSI-pairs
would be obtained by integrating up to the maximum energy

available in the recoil center-of-mass system. In our experiment
this energy is E =E =15. 1 IVIeV. An integration up to themax c.m.
maximum energy implies the validity of the enhancement factor

Fnp(Enp) at relative energies of up to 15.1 MeV. The Watson model,
however, should surely not be extended to such high relative

energies. Consequently the same integration has been carried out

restricting only the limit to a lower value of Ema x= 1 MeV.

Fig. 10 shows the center-of-mass cross-sections for neutron

proton singlet and triplet FSI integrated up to Ema x=l MeV. The

result of an integration up to 15,1 MeV is only shown for the
neutron-proton triplet state because the high energy region does

not contribute appreciably to the singlet cross-section. For

comparison the angular distribution of the elastic deuteron-proton

scattering is also given in Fig. 10. The similarity between the

angular distribution cf the elastic deuteron-proton scattering
- - - _. -- -- -_ .._-----

and the neutron-proton triplet FSI is obvious. For ease of
\

comparison two curves are shown which were obtained by multiplying

the elastic cross-section by a properly chosen constant factor.

The experimental data for the singlet neutron-proton FSI is

connected by a dashed line and exhibits a significantly different

angular distribution.

3.2.3 Proposed generalization of the results obtained to cluster

phenomena

The three-particle cross-sections of the triplet neutron-proton

FSI (Fig. 7) predicted with the knowledge of the elastic proton

deuteron scattering are in excellent agreement with the experimental

results. For the reaction studied discussed in section 3.2.2 the
wave functions of the bound deuteron and the triplet neutron-

proton pair were known. By generalizing the validity of the method

discussed above one might think of an extension of the procedure

to such composite systems where information on the wave function

is needed.
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An example is 6Li where one wants to determine the probability

for the d-a-cluster configuration. Such a cluster probability

might be measured by investigating the elastic scattering

6L · 6L ·a + l ~ a + l

and the d-a final state interaction in the break-up reaction

The energy necessary for the break-up of the 6Li-nucleus into

an a-particle and a deuteron is 1.5 MeV only. This binding energy

is small compared to the interaction potential. Accordingly at

Ead=O the wave functions for the bound state and the final state

interacting d-a pair should have nearly the same shape inside the
interaction potential, if 6Li can be considered to be a pure d-a

cluster in the S-state.

Experimental data should answer tne questlon whether the two
- - - --- -- ..- -- - - - - --- ------

angular distributions are similar and whether the absolute values of
the break-up cross-sections can be predictedfrom the elastic a- 6Li

scattering. Such an analysis should be able to reveal the d-a
cluster probability. If a 3He-triton cluster configuration should

be dominating a different angular distribution would be observed.

The procedure proposed might be advantageous compared to

investigations by means of the quasielastic scattering because it

accounts for all interactions between the projectile particle and

the cluster constituents.

3.3. A test of the reliability of the two-step-reaction model

In this section another type of test for the Watson model will be

discussed. Assuming a pure two-step process the production

probabilities XS and Xt defined in formula (5) should depend only.. np np
on the production angle of the final state interacting n-p pair

(8d~) and not on the internal angular coordinates in the n-p sub
system. In a coplanar two detector coincidence experiment the

production angle 8A~ is in general a function of the relativeu ~

energy Enp=E45 and the angle 8
3

at which the "free" proton

is detected. But for low relative energies the angle 8d~ is almost
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independent on Enpand is therefore determined by e~ only.
Consequently the production probabilities XS and X are to benp np
regarded as a function of 6

3
only (see equ. 5). To confirm these

assumptions correlat&on experiments have been carried out. One

detector was kept at a fixed position in the laboratory system

while the internal angular coordinates in the np-subsystem under

investigation were varied by moving the second detector. The

situation is explained in Fig. 11.

Enp=
1600 keV
427keV

movable

Fig. 11

The kinematical situation for the angular correlation experiments.
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The fixed deteetor was positioned at 8
3=48.3

0, the movable

deteetor was plaeed at four angles of 84=20.0
0,22.40,26.50

and 28.50. The veloeity of the eenter-of-mass of the low energy

neutron-proton pair is represented by the veetor ~d~' The relative
energy E reaehes down to the minimum possible value E =0 keVnp . np
only if the deteetor is positioned in direetion of ~d. (8 4=22,4

0).

At the other angles 64 the minimum relative energy is determi~ed

by the minimum relative veloeity v4 in the np-system. As is shown

in Fig. 11 the value of the minimum relative energy is e.g. 427 keV

8 0 0 6 0at 64=2 .5 . For the other angles 64=20 . 0 and 2 .5 the minimum
relative energies are 60 keV and 178 keV respeetively.

Fig. 12 a-d show the eoineidenee speetra measured at four different

angles 84" The spectra are given as a function of the are length

S defined by relation (1). The maximum of the reaction cross

seetion is always observed at the minimum of the relative energy

E . The smaller the minimum possible relative energy the largernp
is the maximum value of the eross-seetion. Besides the weIl known

- -- - -FSI -maxdmum the spectra taken at t.he angles 8
4

=26" 56 and - 28.-5-0- -

presentedin Fig. 12e and 12d show an additional enhaneement at low

values of S. This enhancement is eaused by a eontribution of

quasielastie proton-proton seattering whieh is expeeted in the
region denoted by "n-speet" in Fig. 2a. In the following diseussion

this eontribution cf quasielastie seattering will be negleeted.

The spectra of Fig. 12 were analysed in terms of ansatz (5). The

equation (5) is explieitely based on the assumption that the

production probabilities Xnp depend on 8
3

only and that the

enhaneement faetors F depend on the relative energy only. Fnpnp
does not contain any angular variables of the np-subsystem, this
means that an isotropie distribution in the sUbsystem is assumed.

The plausible arguement for this assumption eomes from free low
energy np-seattering where only the S-state eontributes. Therefore

one should be able to represent the whole information of the four

spectra in Fig. 12a-d by determination of two free parameters only.

These parameters are the two produetion probabilities X~p(48.30)

and X~~(48.30). The angle 8,=48.30 is eonvenient beeause the
I~ J
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scattering lengths determined in section 3.2.1 were found to

be in good agreement with the free n-p scattering length at

ancles 63 between 420 and 480
• The analysis was carried out

in the same manner as discussed in section 3.1 considering only

the data denoted by full dots in Fig. 12 and using the

scattering lengths and effective ranges of free n-p scattering.

Firstly the parameters XS and Xt have been determined fromnp np
the 22.4 0 data of Fig. 12b only (analysis I). The cross-sections

at the other angles 8 4 have been predicted with these parameters

by using ansatz (5). The predictions are shown by dashed curves

in Fig. 12a,c,d. The calculated curves and the measured spectra

agree quite weIl. A slight discrepancy between the experimental

data and the calculation i3 observed only in Fig. 12d.

rrv dl th t XS i x" h b d t . n.::>e con y cne parame ce r-s ana. nave een e ce rnu.ne o
np np

independently from each spectrum of Fig. 12 (analysis 11). The

results of the independent least-sQuare-fit calculations are

shown as full curves in Fig. 12a-d. Singlet, triplet and the
- ------ .._- - - ------ -- ---_.. -- - ------- -- ----- _ .. _---------------------

sum of singlet and triplet contributions are presented separately.

Fig. 13 shows the extracted parameters XS and Xt in relativenp np
units as a function of the angle 8 4 , Within the error flags the

production probability for the singlet state XS is independent
np

on the angle 84 , The production probability for the triplet state

X~p however decreases slightly with increasi~g angle 8 4 , The size

of the error bars in Fig. 13 is partly due to errors in the

relative monitoring of the different experiments. The ratio

QTS = X~p / X~p can be evaluated witz better accuracy because it
contains only sthe statistical errors. As is shown in Fig. 14

the ratio ~TS depends on 84 therefore the slight angular depen

dence of XV is confirmed.

From these angular correlation measurements the following

conclusions for the reliability of the two-step "reaction model

can be drawn: The experimental data can be described in a broad

kinematical region with the two production probabilities XS

np
and x~p confirming the applicability of the model used. The

singlet production probability x~p turns out to be independent on
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Fig. 13

The production probabilties X~p and X~p plotted as a function of

the angle 84.
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Fig. 14

The ratio of the triplet and singlet production probability

plotted versus the angle 64•

the angle 84 whereas the slight variation of the triplet

production probabilty X~p with 64 can be explained by the

following considerations. Distortions from other reaction

mechanisms have only a small influence on the neutron-proton
singlet FSI while the triplet scattering is much more affected

by other reaction mechanisms due to its considerably weaker

energy dependence. Obviously the parameter X~p decreases at the
angles where the contribution of the quasielastic proton-proton
scattering increases (Fig. 12b-d at low values of S). A destructive

interference between the quasielastic proton-proton scattering and

the neutron-proton triplet FSI would explain such a decrease of
tthe parameter Xnp•
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4. The proton-proton final state interaction in the reaction
p+d -+ 'p+p+n

4.1 An experimental example and the methods of analysis

Encouraged by the results obtained from the analysis of the

n-p FSI-data, also the proton-proton FSI was investigated

systematically in the reaction p+d -+ p+p+n. The kinematical

conditions were chosen to be the same as for the study of the
n-p FSI. Instead of p-p coincidences n-p coincidences were

observed by only changing the particle identification. From the

experimental point of view this change in particle identification

may be regarded as equivalent to "switching on" the Coulomb force.

Such systematic measurements are the essential part of the "compari-
v

son procedure" as discussed for instance by van Oers and Slaus in

reference [3b]. The basic idea of the comparison of p-p and n-p FSI

in the same reaction and at identical experimental conditions is

·-tQ·get·a ·more- rigorous-chec-k-on ·the- J?e-l-i-a-bi~ity-o-f spe-cci-a-l-
reaction models like the Watson-Migdal model.

But still another aspect should be stressed. The investigation of

p-p FSI allows the effects of p-p interaction to be observed at

very low relative energies where the~perimental difficulties for
free p-p scattering are nearly insurmountable. The reaction

p+d ~ p+p+n is favoured because it is the simplest three-particle

reaction leading to final state interacting p-p pairs.

The neutrons were detected with an angular resolution of ß0 =±1.8°n
by a plastic scintillator of 8 cm length and 7 cm in diameter.

The neutron detection efficiency was determined by a Monte Carlo

calculation to be typically 18% at the maximum neutron energy

where the p-p FSI is ,expected. The neutron energy is to be

determined by a time-of-flight measurement. For this reason the

experimental two-dimensial coincidence spectra are taken with the

neutron time of flight and the energy of the coincident proton as

coordinates.
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An example of such an experimental map display is shown in Fig.

15b. The observed events populate the whole kinematical curve which

is shown in the same scale in Fig. 15a. The data were analysed

using the Watson-Migdal theory.A p-p scattering length of 7.5±0.5 fID

was obtained 1201. ~

In the analysis of p-p final state interaction a modified Watson
Migdal enhancement factor F has been usedpp

11 1 + 1: K2 1 r ~ 2
(ln 0

2Y-1)JlT - a- r + R R + ( 16)2 0
F = 0 pp

pp
C2(T)) 2 1 1 + 1: 2 h(T)))2K + Cl(T)) (-- r Kapp 2 0 R

In equa~lon (16) r o and app denote the effective range and the

p-p scattering length respectively. The value of R is given by

R = h 2/ Mp e 2 = 28.8fm. Mp is the proton masse y is Eulers constant.
-- -------- --- ,.....- ""__ 1-"l

K is given by K : (M E /hC)~fC with E the relative energy inp pp pp
the p-p center-of-mass system. The Coulomb penetration factor

C2(T)) is defined by C2(n) = 2nn/(e 2nn-1) with T):(2KR)-1. For low

energies the factor C2(T)) tends to zero, whereas it tends to 1 for

large values of Epp as weIl as for vanishing charge e + O.

The de fini tion of h (T) is gi ven in [23J

00

h ( T) = Re 0" t-i T) ) I r (- i T) )] -ln n = -ln T) - Y+n2 I
n=1

1

For small values of K the K dependence of the three-

particle reaction matrix element can be factored out in form of

an asymptotic S-wave function ~pp of the FSI proton pair.
-iö

~pp = e 0 (F o cosoo + Go sinoo)/Kr (18)

00 is the S-wave "nuclear phase shift". Fand Gare the S-wave
·00

regular and the irregular Coulomb wave functions which are used

in the following expansions.
* Within the errors this value agrees with the free pp-scattering

lengt'1 app = - 7.756 ± 0.01 rm[21].
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Fig. 15b)

The corresDonding experimental data shown as a map display in an
array of 64x64 channels.The detector angles were 6n=420, 6p=2 5 . 3°
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F = C(n)·Kro

Go = C(~) [1+~ < In ~ + h(n)+2y-1 >J

SUbstituting the weIl known shape independent p-p effective range

expansion for the phase shift öo in equation (18) and inserting

r = r o one obtains theenhancement factor F = Il/J j2. Vacuumpp .pp
pOlarization in p-p scattering is neglected because this leads to

very srnall corrections only [21J. It should be noticed that the

denominator of the expression for F given above is identical- pp
with the denominator of the original Migdal enhancement factor.

The energy dependenceof the nominator however influences
considerably the value forapp extracted from p-p FSI data.

4.2 ME asurement of the angular distribution in. the p-p sUbsystem

Angular correlation e xpe r-Lment.s as discussed far neutron-proton
- - }i'-c-s.t- In -sect-~ 3.3 provIde an experimental method to establish the

angular distribution in the subsystem of the final-state inter

acting particles if the two-step reaction mechanism holds. The

applicability of the two-step reaction model was already confirmed

for the n-p FSI where the angular distribution in the subsystem

is known. Reasonably the two-step reaction model holds also in

situations where the proton-proton final state interaction is
observed in the same reaction and at identical kinematical

conditions. Therefore one is able to investigate an anisotropy in

the p-p subsystem angular distribution, which might be caused by

a contribution of higher angular momenta in theCoulomb-interaction.

The angular distribution in the p-p subsystem of the two final

state interacting protons was investigated by carrying out

measurements with one fixed neutron and one movable proton detector.

The general kinematical considerations are identical with those

discussed for n-p FSI in section 3.3, only the particle detected
at the angle 8

3
has to be the neutron and the d~ has to be
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replaced by a p-p compound.

Two typicaltwo-dimensional map displays for such an angular

correlation measurement are shown in Fig. 16.

a b

The data shown in Fig. 16 were taken at different angular

positions of the proton detector 64 = 19.5° and 64 = 25.4°.

Two additional spectra were observed at 64 = 22.4° and 64 = 28.3°.

All these measurements were done wi th the neutron detector kept at a

fixed angle of 6
3

= 48.3°.

The pronounced minimum to be seen in Fig. 15b does not appear in
the other spectra because the relative energy does not reach down

to zero. For the two spectra shown in Fig. 16 the minimum relative

energy is Epp = 85 keV (64 = 19. 5°) and Epp =97 keV (64 = 25.4°)

respectively.

The distribution of final state events on the kinematical curve

was projected onto the E -axis and divided by the phase space
p

factor. The resulting squared three-particle matrixelement is

shown in Fig. 17 as a function of Epp
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for proton-proton FSI. IMI 2 was obtained. deviding the
three-particle cross-section by the phase space factor P3.
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The data were analysed by using an ansatz of the form

(20 )

Two free parameters were used in the least square fit calculation

namely the produetion probability X and the seattering lengthpp
app. Only the points denoted in Fig. 17 by full dots were

ineluded into the analysis beeause at low proton energies (the

eorresponding points are denoted in Fig. 17 by eireles) the

speetator meehanism eontributes more eonsiderably. All the speetra

exhibit an asymmetry between the points eorresponding to the same

relative energy E but to different proton energies. As mentionedpp
above (seetion 3.2) for the ease of n-p FSI a reliable value

for the seattering length a will be obtained only, if there ispp
no eonsiderable eontribution of other reaption meehansims than

The experimental map display presented in Fig. 16a (8 4=19 . 50
)

shows the smallest speetator eontribution and from the analysis a

value of app = 7.5 fm is obtained. Keeping in mind the speetator

eondition 6
3+84 = 84 0 one expeets an inereasing eontribution of

the speetator effeet with inereasing angle 8 4 . The validity of

the assumption is demonstrated by the experimental map display in Fig,

16b. The speetrum observed at 84 = 25.40 shows a strong enhaneement
of events in the region whieh is denoted by p-speet in Fig. 15a.

The values of a extraeted from the data at different angles 84pp
vary betvfeen 7.4fm and 8.8 f'm , The full lines in Fig. 17 represent

the results of the best least square fits. To eompare the

experimentallY obtained results with an isotropie angular

distribution in the p-p subsystem the 19.50 fit is plotted also in

the three other speetra (dashed lines). Evidently the 19.50 fit

shows at small relative energies only a moderate agreement wi th

the other speetra indieating an anisotropy of the angular

distribution in the p-p subsystem. At high relative energies
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however the agreement between the four spectra is quite weIl.

This good agreement at high relative energies is caused by a

pure kinematical effect. The variation of the laboratory angle

84 corresponds to a variation of the p-p subsystem angle which

is strongly dependent on the relative energy Epp' At high energies
Epp this variation is considerably smaller than at low energies.

The situation is illustrated in Fig. 11.

From the analysis discussed above two essential conclusions can

be drawn for the proton-proton final state interaction.

1. It seems reasonable that the p-p FSI pair is formed in a

1So-state predominantly.

2. On the other hand the angular correlation data cannot be
completely reproduced by an analysis based on the simple form ~f

the Watson-Migdal enhancement factor. A more realistic

calculation is required including both the contribution of the

spectator mechanism as weIl as the contribution of higher angular

progress [22].
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